On the route to a spatio-temporal geoscience information system, an appropriate data model for geo-objects in space and time has been developed. In this model, geo-objects are represented as sequences of geometries and properties with continuous evolution in each time interval. Because geomodeling software systems usually model objects at specific time instances, we want to interpolate the geometry and properties from two models of an object with only geometrical constraints (no physical or mechanical constraints). This process is called spatio-temporal data construction or morphological interpolation of intermediate geometries. This paper is strictly related to shape morphing, shape deformation, cross-parameterization and compatible remeshing and is only concerned with geological surfaces. In this study, two main sub-solutions construct compatible meshes and find trajectories in which vertices of the mesh evolve. This research aims to find an algorithm to construct spatio-temporal data with some constraints from the geosciences, such as cutting surfaces by faulting or fracturing phenomena and evolving boundaries attached to other surfaces. Another goal of this research is the implementation of the algorithm in a software product, namely a gOcad plug-in. The four main procedures of the algorithm are cutting the surfaces, setting up constraints, partitioning and calculating the parameterizations and trajectories. The software has been tested to construct data for a salt dome and other surfaces in regard to the geological processes of faulting, deposition and erosion. The result of this research is an algorithm and software for the construction of spatio-temporal data.
Introduction
Because the geosciences field examines spatial and temporal changes in the Earth, integration of spatial and temporal data is a natural requirement of many applications in the geosciences. So far, three-dimensional (3D) spatial data have been well integrated in the geosciences, though the integration of temporal data has not gained much success, because of its complexity. Our work aims to overcome this complexity by reviewing concepts, developing a data model and building software and applications. Through this approach, we have developed an appropriate data model [1] , in which we considered a real time axis. This time axis was subdivided into intervals, and it requires that geometry and geoscience properties be changed continuously throughout the time intervals.
Because geomodeling software systems usually model objects at specific time instances, this research aims to interpolate intermediate geometries or find an algorithm to construct data in each time interval [t i , t i + 1 ] from two input data models at time t i and time t i + 1 . This paper is motivated by the requirement of capturing data for a spatio-temporal geoscience information system with the capability of processing and answering queries, such as: -Given a location (geo-object at a specified location) and properties, such as temperature and pressure, for what period(s) of time was the geo-object exposed to the location and the properties?‖ or -What are the geometry and properties of a geo-object at a given time? ‖ We assume that in a small enough time interval, a geological layer, which is subjected to deposition, erosion and uplift, is changing smoothly and regularly. Thus, the constructed data represent the temporal evolution of a geo-object. Therefore, the construction process is called spatio-temporal data construction. The algorithm also considers several geometrical constraints that enable the modeled evolution to be closer to the -true‖ historical evolution. To simplify the problem of spatio-temporal data integration, only three-dimensional triangle meshes are considered. Solid and other types of geo-objects will be considered in our future work.
Some studies exist regarding morphological interpolation based on mathematical morphology [2] [3] [4] [5] . These methods were restricted to images (binary/grayscale and color) and were used to generate intermediate 2D sections and to reconstruct 3D objects from their initial 2D sections. These studies differ significantly from our study; we constructed 4D objects from 3D mesh surfaces at each time instance.
The algorithm is based on parameterization techniques and is comprised of four procedures: the cutting procedure, the setting up constraints procedure, the partition procedure and the calculation of parameterizations and trajectories procedure. The algorithm is implemented as a gOcad plug-in and is tested with the data construction of a salt dome and other surfaces in regard to their faulting, deposition and erosion processes.
In Section 2, we review related work. The algorithm is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the software and the experiments are presented. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to the discussion and conclusions.
Related Work
This research is strictly related to shape morphing, shape deformation, cross-parameterization, compatible meshing, two-dimensional or three-dimensional parameterization in areas of computer graphics and computer-aided geometric design. These techniques have received much attention from researchers, such as Michael S. Floater [6] [7] [8] [9] , Bruno Lé vy [10] , Kai Hormann, Konrad Polthier, Alla Sheffer [11] , Yaron Lipman [12] , Xin Li [13] , etc.
The shape morphing process contains two steps. The first step looks for a bijective map between the source shape and the target shape, known as the vertex correspondence or the consistent/compatible meshes. The second step chooses a set of trajectories, along which the corresponding vertices travel as they evolve from the first set of vertices into the second set of vertices. This process is known as the vertex path/trajectory [6, [14] [15] [16] . Regarding the first step, Van Kaick et al. [17] provides a good recent review of compatible triangle meshes. The compatible meshes are typically computed by first subdividing two meshes into corresponding patches, which are homeomorphic to disks; secondly, the parameterization of the two meshes on a common base domain is calculated. Thirdly, the cross-parameterization is calculated, and finally, the meshes are remeshed [18, 19] . Following this framework, our algorithm creates compatible meshes. Moreover, we incorporate the cutting procedure to make it suitable for application in the geosciences field. A summary of mesh parameterization techniques is given in [10, 11] . Some factors should be considered when using a parameterization, such as distortion, bijectivity, freedom of boundary and complexity. In our algorithm, mean value parameterization is chosen, because of the bijection and fixed-boundary properties of this technique; hence, we maintain consistency in the boundaries of the patches.
Most of the morphing techniques do not concern the second step in the shape morphing process, but solve the first step in the shape morphing process and then use linear trajectories, i.e., the straight-line segments of the corresponding vertices. M.S. Floater used convex combinations for trajectories [6] . Finding trajectories by moving a rigid shape (or as rigid as possible) is described in [14, 16] . Using strain fields to choose trajectories is described in [15] . In our algorithm, the finding trajectories' sub-procedure is built on the convex combination method, as described in [6] , with the assumption that intermediate surfaces have a -combinatorial‖ property, i.e., every interior vertex can be represented as a convex combination of its neighbor.
Methodology
Let M be a three-dimensional triangle mesh in . Methods to represent a mesh have been developed, with examples described in [10] . In short, we consider a mesh to be a pair of a sequence of its vertices and its topology, M = (V,T). V is a sequence of n distinct points, v i = (x i ,y i ,z i ) in . V can also be considered a map from the index set, I = {1…n} to , where V(i) = v i for all i = 1, …, n. T is the topology or the structure of the mesh entirely defined on the index set, I. The topology defines the set of triangles or faces, the set of edges, the set of boundaries and the set of interior/boundary vertices of the mesh.
We construct data in the time interval, [t i , t i + 1 ], from data at time instances, t i and t i + 1 , by smoothly changing a source mesh into a target mesh. Choosing data at t i as the source mesh and data at t i + 1 as the target mesh, or vice versa, depends on the user. However, our algorithm is designed in a way that it will become faster (because cutting paths are not required in the target mesh) when the more complicated mesh is chosen as the source mesh. We always denote the source mesh as M s and the target mesh as M t . The following paragraphs define some of the special terms used in the paper.
A Figure 1 presents a block diagram of our algorithm containing the four main procedures. First, the cutting procedure adds -missing‖ boundaries to the meshes, such that the error between the old and new meshes is zero. Second, the setting up constraints procedure sets up control vertices, the pairs of control vertices between the source mesh and the target mesh, fence paths and the attaching constraints of boundary vertices. Third, the partition procedure subdivides the source mesh and the target mesh into corresponding pairs of source patches and target patches, such that every patch is homeomorphic to a disk. Fourth, the calculating procedure calculates cross-parameterization, generates compatible meshes and finds trajectories for each pair of patches. Finally, these results are combined to achieve the final result for the original source mesh and the original target mesh. The first two procedures are user interactive procedures, while the last two are automatic. Moreover, the first two create input data for the last two. 
Cutting
Missing boundaries of the source mesh and the target mesh exist, due to the faulting or fracturing phenomena. Cutting paths are created to represent these missing boundaries. They are created in the source mesh to represent naturally occurring faults or fractures that first begin appearing in the source surface and then evolve into fractures in the target surface. Cutting paths are not required to be created in the target mesh to represent faults or fractures already existing in the source surface and evolving to disappear in the target surface. In the latter situation where cutting paths are not required, fence paths are created instead.
Let P be a set of user-selected cutting paths in M. This procedure cuts the mesh, M, by P. Three types of cutting paths are supported, as shown in Figure 2 . All vertices and edges of cutting paths are duplicated (as in Figure 2a ), except for a one-end vertex (as in Figure 2b ) or two-end vertices (as in Figure 2c ). Blue dashed circles represent duplicated vertices. Because the procedure is completed as described above, the error between the old mesh and the new mesh is zero. After this procedure, we still denote M s and M t as the source mesh and the target mesh, respectively.
Setting up Constraints
Our algorithm uses four types of constraints: control vertex, control vertex pair, fence path, and attaching constraint. The user selects all of the constraints manually with an automatic tool, such as finding the shortest path between two-end vertices. Control vertices and control vertex pairs present fixed (known) corresponding vertices and are used to control the correspondence of other vertices. Control vertices are often corner vertices. The control vertices in the source mesh and the target mesh are represented by two sequences of control vertices, V c and W c , respectively, such that they deduce control vertex pairs by their order, i.e., (v c,i , w c,i ) is a control vertex pair. Fence paths are used to alter cutting paths in the target mesh or to partition the source mesh and the target mesh into patches that are homeomorphic to disks. Fence paths are required to connect exactly two control vertices, for example, a fence path with h vertices in the source mesh, M s , p(ν p1 , ν p2 , …, ν ph ), satisfies the following conditions:
and for all i = 2, …, h − 1. All fence paths of the source mesh or target mesh cut each other only at their end vertices. The attaching constraints present the adhesion of the vertices of the source mesh to the controlling surfaces during the evolution of the source mesh. If a 1-controlling surface attaching constraint is imposed on a vertex of the source mesh, this vertex will always be located on the controlling surface during its evolution. Similarly, if a 2-controlling surface attaching constraint is imposed on a vertex of the source mesh, this vertex will always be located on the line that is the intersection of the two controlling surfaces. In this paper, we delimit that the attaching constraints are only imposed on boundary vertices of the source mesh and that there are a maximum of two controlling surfaces involved in each attaching constraint. Furthermore, all vertices attached to two surfaces must be control vertices. Through these attaching constraints, each boundary vertex of the source mesh attaches Source control vertex and its corresponding target control vertex 8 8 Fence path 5 4 to no surface, one surface or two surfaces. Figure 4 presents an example of attaching constraints. In this figure, boundary vertices, 1, 2, 3 and 4, attach to one surface (S1), (i.e., 1-controlling surface attaching constraint), boundary vertex 5 attaches to two surfaces (S1, S2), (i.e., 2-controlling surface attaching constraint) and the other boundary vertices do not attach to any surface, meaning that there are no attaching constraints imposed on these boundary vertices. 
Partition
This procedure starts with the DefinePatches sub-procedure, dividing both the source mesh and the target mesh into patches by fence paths and their boundaries. paths. Next, we check if each patch contains at least three control vertices and that all control vertices are in its boundary. We also check if each patch is homeomorphic to a disk. If the check fails, the first two procedures, i.e., cutting and set-up constraints, need to be repeated. Some reasons for this failure are as follows: (1) there are too few control vertices; (2) there exists a control vertex, which is not on the boundaries or fence paths; or (3) a hole exists in a patch. The requirement of disk homeomorphism can be satisfied for any type of mesh through the cutting procedure.
After all of the above steps, meshes M s and M t are partitioned into the same number of patches, k. If this condition is not satisfied, all of the above steps need to be repeated to set up more fence paths. This condition can be satisfied for any type of mesh through the set of user-defined fence paths. Discovery of the corresponding patches is accomplished by identifying the control vertices and their order in each patch. The result of this step is a set of patch pairs (P i,s , P i,t ) for all i in {1…k}. Once again, if such a set of patch pairs is not found, all of the above steps are repeated. The cause of this failure is the lack of correspondence between the control vertices. This step will be successful if the control vertices and their order are correct.
Calculating
In this procedure, we work with each source patch and its corresponding target patch pair, denoted by (L s , L t ). This procedure contains two sub-procedures: calculating the cross-parameterization (or constructing compatible meshes) sub-procedure and the finding trajectories sub-procedure.
Calculating Cross-Parameterization or Constructing Compatible Meshes
This sub-procedure is used to construct a new mesh that is compatible with the source mesh and that approximates the target mesh. The new mesh and the source mesh are compatible in the sense of having one-to-one correspondence between their vertices, edges and faces (Definition 1). The new mesh and the target mesh are considered well approximated if the distance or the error between them is smaller than the user's threshold. Splitting a few triangles of the source mesh will reduce the error between the new mesh and the target mesh. In the following paragraphs, more detailed descriptions of the algorithm are given.
Given two patches or triangle meshes, L s (V,T), L t (W,F), both are homeomorphic to disks. Let I cs = (i cs,1 …i cs,k ) and I ct = (i ct,1 …i ct,k ) be index sequences of k, k ≥ 3, with distinct control vertices in L s and L t , respectively; additionally, a correspondence exists between the index sequences by their order. All control vertices are in the boundary of their meshes and are in a clockwise or counterclockwise order. To construct compatible meshes, we first find a bijection between the two meshes and, then, construct a new mesh using this map.
In the first step, we map both patch boundaries to the boundary of a unit regular k-polygon using the -chord‖ length method for each boundary path (Figure 5 ), i.e., mapping f from a path, p(ν p1 , ν p2 , …, ν ph ), with h vertices to a segment. s(x 1 , x 2 ). of the unit regular k-polygon. This method is defined by the following formula: f(ν p1 ) = x 1 ; for all i in 2, …, h, where . Subsequently, we use mean value parameterization [7, 9] to obtain bijective maps, f s and f t , from L s and L t , respectively, to this unit regular k-polygon. The composition map, , is a bijection from L s to L t . Figure 6 displays an example of these parameterizations. In the second step, we construct a new mesh, L st , by a set of its vertices, which is an image of V through f, U = f(V), and the topology, T, of L s , i.e., L st (U,T). Note that L st is a compatible mesh of L s ; all of its vertices are on L t , and it is an approximate mesh of L t . We require that L st is a -good‖ approximation of L t , i.e., the error between L st and L t is smaller than the user's threshold. Because all of the vertices of L st are on L t , the distance from every vertex of L st to L t is zero. Therefore, the error between L st and L t is the maximum of the distances from the interior vertices of L t to L st , as shown in the definition of terms. To obtain a smaller error than the user's threshold, we complete the following procedures. For each interior vertex, w i , of the target mesh, L t (W,F), if the distance, d i , from w i to the mesh, L st (U,T), is greater than the user's threshold, ɛ, and the triangle (v i ,v j ,v h ) contains a point, p, where ||w i ,p||=d i , we subdivide a triangle (v i ,v j ,v h ) into three triangles by inserting a new point at its centroid and updating L s (clearly, the error between the old L s and the updated L s is zero, so for clarity, we still denote the updated mesh by L s (V,T)). Figure 7 presents an example of this subdivision. If such a modification has been completed, then the new mesh, L st , would need to be constructed and checked for error again. Notice that this subdivision reduces the error between L t and L st and does not affect other patches. 
Finding Trajectories
This sub-procedure is used to find paths in which vertices of the source mesh evolve into their corresponding target vertices. In the case of no attaching constraints, i.e., the source mesh is free to evolve from its original shape into its target shape, trajectories of all its vertices are defined by their linear trajectories (the first and the second experiments in Section 4), and the rest of this calculation can be ignored. When some attaching constraints are used to constrain the geometry of the source mesh during its evolution, trajectories of vertices need to be calculated from their linear trajectories (the third experiment in Section 4). Trajectories of vertices, which impose 1 or 2-controlling surface attaching constraints, are projected lines of their linear trajectories to the controlling surface or the intersection line of the two controlling surfaces, respectively. Trajectories of boundary vertices without attaching constraints are their linear trajectories. Trajectories of all interior vertices are calculated by solving spare linear systems of equations. The algorithm is described as follows.
Given a triangle mesh, L s (V,T), where V = (v 1 , v 2 , …, v n ) is a sequence of n vertices, let m, the number of vertices of each trajectories, be a user-defined integer, m ≥ 2. By using attaching constraints, the vertices set, V, of L s can be subdivided into disjoint subsets:
where V I is the set of interior vertices, V B0 is the set of boundary vertices without attaching constraints, V B1 is the set of boundary vertices with 1-controlling surface attaching constraints and V B2 is the set of boundary vertices with 2-controlling surface attaching constraints. First, trajectories of vertices in V B0 , V B1 and V B2 are initialized by connecting the vertices of V B0 , V B1 and V B2 to their corresponding vertices to create line segments. Then, we subdivide these line segments into m − 1 equal length sub-segments, i.e., linear trajectories are constructed for each boundary. Subsequently, trajectories of vertices in V B1 are modified by replacing their vertices with their projection into controlling surfaces; the trajectory of each vertex in V B2 is modified by changing its vertices to its projection into the curve, which is the intersection of the two controlling surfaces of the vertex. and Equation (1) below is satisfied for all i in I I :
We calculate based on the values, and , from the first mesh and the last mesh,
Equation (2):
Values and are calculated from L 1 and L m using the mean value as described in [7] with Equation (3) and notations in Figure 8 .
Because 0 ≤ α j−1 , α j ≤ π, λ ij in Equation (3) is defined and non-negative, in Equation (2) is non-negative for each t = 2, …, m − 1. Equation (1) gives a sparse linear system of equations, which can be solved sufficiently by a solver, such as OpenNL [20] or Eigen [21] . This system of equations has a unique solution, provided in [8, 9] . Because of the unique solution, all trajectories of L have been defined. 
Note that by using mesh representations where the topology is explicitly stored, determining the neighborhood, N(i), of vertex v i is trivial. Such mesh representations include G-Maps, C-Maps, Cell-Tuple-Structure, Halfedge data structure, etc.
Software and Experiments
The algorithm described in Section 3 has been implemented as a gOcad plug-in. This software uses Boost C++ libraries [22] and the Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) [23] . To use CGAL parameterization when the parameterization domain is a unit regular k-polygon, a new class implementing the BorderParameterizer_3 concept has been implemented. In this software, we used the OpenNL library [20] , integrated with CGAL, as a solver for sparse linear equations to find trajectories. The software provides a graphical user interface for the end-user to input and modify the constraints. The boost graph library is used to find the shortest path to construct cutting and fence paths.
The software was tested with three sample data sets. The first was the salt dome data, and the second and third were fictitious data for faulting, deposition and erosion processes. In the first experiment, we constructed data for a salt dome given by its current shape and its previous shape as a flat surface. The constraints needed for this experiment were four pairs of control vertices. Figure 9 displays some snapshots of the salt dome. In the second experiment, the given data included four sets of data at four time instances, t = 1, t = 2, t = 3 and t = 4. At time t = 4, there were six surfaces, namely five geological horizons, A, B, C, D and E, and the fault (Figure 10a) . At time t = 3, five surfaces represented four geological horizons, A, B, C and D, and the fault (Figure 10b ). At time t = 2, the given data included four surfaces, A, B and C, and the fault (Figure 10c) . At time t = 1, three surfaces represented two geological horizons A and B, and the fault (Figure 10d ). The fault was assumed constant throughout the entire time interval [1, 4] , and the geological horizon, E was constant in the interval [3, 4] . Each horizon in each time interval was run using the software. For example, to construct spatio-temporal data of the geological horizon, B, in time interval [2, 3] from two of its shapes at time instances t = 2, 3, we only had to set up eight pairs of control vertices. Figure 11 shows the geological horizon, B, in time interval [2, 3] . By putting all of the
results of the constructed data of each horizon in each time interval in the same space and time coordinates, we simulate geological processes in an area and in a specific time interval. Figure 12 shows the geological structure in the area of interest at time t = 2.50. In the third experiment, we worked with four surfaces, namely, a basement surface and top surfaces, A, B and C, of sediments A, B and C, respectively. Data were given at six time instances: t = 5 (Figure 13a) , t = 4 (Figure 13b ), t = 3 (Figure 13c ), t = 2 (Figure 13d) , t = 1 (Figure 13e ) and t = 0 (Figure 13f ). The basement surface was assumed constant. We constructed the data of surfaces in time interval [0, 5] by constructing the data of each surface (A, B, C) in each time interval, [0, 1], [1, 2] , [3, 4] and [4, 5] . For the purpose of brevity, we only describe the procedure to construct data of surface B in time interval [1, 2] . In this case, the source mesh was surface B at time t = 2, and the target mesh was surface A at time t = 1. The controlling surface was the basement surface. Attaching constraints were used to keep surface B in constant contact with the basement surface. Unlike the first and the second experiments, in which linear trajectories were used, trajectories had to be calculated using the finding trajectories sub-procedure, as shown in Subsection 3.4. Figure 14 shows the data of surface B in time interval [1, 2] . After constructing all of the data, the final data were put in the same space and time coordinates to simulate geological processes-sedimentation and erosion, in this case. Figure 15 depicts the geological structure in the area of interest at time t = 1.50. 
Discussion and Conclusions
Our method has shown its efficiency and effectiveness for a rough construction of spatio-temporal data with constraints in terms of geometry (without physical and mechanical constraints). It is useful when no physical or mechanical process models are available or when there are not sufficient data for these models. Our method consists of four main procedures in which the first two procedures are semi-manual and the last two procedures are automatic. Our contributions include a new cutting procedure and a new sub-procedure for finding trajectories using convex combinations. Due to the cutting procedure, our method can work with arbitrary meshes. By partitioning meshes into patches, i.e., triangle meshes homeomorphic to disks, the method reduces the original problem to smaller and simpler problems. Obviously, we can obtain more advantageous results through parallel computing methods. The main calculations include calculating the parameterization sub-procedure and the finding trajectories sub-procedure; the complexities of both are equal to the complexity of a convex, fixed-boundary parameterization method, e.g., the mean value parameterization method. Timings of some parameterization algorithms are presented in [11] .
In summary, we emphasize the achieved results in this study as follows:
(1) Introduction of a new method for construction of spatio-temporal data in the geosciences.
(2) Implementation of the algorithm as a gOcad plug-in. (3) Experimentation with some samples.
In the future, our work will aim to improve the algorithm for the finding trajectory sub-procedure and developing a new algorithm for objects other than triangle meshes, such as solids or objects in higher dimensions.
